Manufacturing With a Conscience

P R E M I U M FAC T O RY C OAT E D C E DA R S H I N G L E S

40 years					

Cedar Wood

“Our Commitment to a Job Well Done…”
Our complete line of cedar shingles are entirely manufactured, from start to finish, right here at home, in our own
facilities. From the log selection to the sawing process, from the packaging to the dry kiln, right up to the coating
application in our own state of the art factory coating facility. We check and double-check each Waska® product
until it meets our high standard of uncompromising quality.
When you see the Waska® name, you know you are guaranteed a top of the line product. Our priority has always
been and will always be to offer our valued customer the very best product on the market.
We are so confident in the quality of our white cedar shingles; we offer a forty (40) year warranty against wood
decay.Manufactured With a

Conscience

Shingles must be installed following the instructions found in the Waska® web site.

25 Years					

2 Coats Solid Stain Finish

Subject to the terms and conditions of this offering and considering normal weathering, Waska® warrants its solid
stain for a period of twenty five (25) years from the date of purchase. The warranty covers peeling, blistering
and cracking of the finish only. In the event that the product fails during the first five (5) years, Waska®, at its sole
discretion, shall either compensate the purchaser for the cost of sufficient amount of stain and labor, or supply
the stain and reimburse for the labor required to complete the repair. During the subsequent twenty (20) years,
Waska® shall only supply or reimburse the appropriate amount of stain to retouch the affected shingles.
Fading and discoloration caused by normal wear and exposure to the elements are naturally occurring
phenomena and do not constitute a product defect, and therefore are not covered under this warranty.

10 Years					

1 Coat Solid Stain Finish

Subject to the terms and conditions of this offering and considering normal weathering, Waska® warrants its solid
stain for a period of ten (10) years from the date of purchase. The warranty covers peeling, blistering and cracking
of the finish only. In the event that the product fails during the first two (2) years, Waska®, at its sole discretion,
shall either compensate the purchaser for the cost of sufficient amount of stain and labor, or supply the stain and
reimburse for the labor required to complete the repair. During the subsequent eight (8) years, Waska® shall only
supply or reimburse the appropriate amount of stain to retouch the affected shingles.
Fading and discoloration caused by normal wear and exposure to the elements are naturally occurring
phenomena and do not constitute a product defect, and therefore are not covered under this warranty.
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5 Years					

1 Coat Max Sealer™

Subject to the terms and conditions of this offering and considering normal weathering, Waska® warrants its Max
Sealer™ for a period of five (5) years from the date of purchase. The warranty covers peeling, blistering and cracking
of the finish only. In the event that the product fails during the first two (2) years, Waska®, at its sole discretion,
shall either compensate the purchaser for the cost of sufficient amount of stain and labor, or supply the stain and
reimburse for the labor required to complete the repair. During the subsequent three (3) years, Waska® shall only
supply or reimburse the appropriate amount of stain to retouch the affected shingles.
Fading and discoloration caused by normal wear and exposure to the elements are naturally occurring
phenomena and do not constitute a product defect, and therefore are not covered under this warranty.

3 Years					

1 Coat Semi-transparent Stain Finish

Subject to the terms and conditions of this offering and considering normal weathering, Waska® warrants its semitransparent stain for a period of three (3) years from the date of purchase. The warranty covers peeling, blistering
and cracking of the finish only. In the event that the product fails during the first year, Waska®, at its sole discretion,
shall either compensate the purchaser for the cost of sufficient amount of stain and labor, or supply the stain and
reimburse for the labor required to complete the repair. During the subsequent two (2) years, Waska® shall only
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supply or reimburse the appropriate amount of stain to retouch the affected shingles.
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Fading and discoloration caused by normal wear and exposure to the elements are naturally occurring
phenomena and do not constitute a product defect, and therefore are not covered under this warranty.

Warranty Conditions & Limitations

These warranties do not apply to damage or failure caused by the breakdown of the underlying substrate; falling
objects; improper protection during shipping; negligent storage; lack of proper maintenance; fire; lightning; wind
storm; tornado; hurricane; hail or any other acts of God; scratching; abrading; misuse; abuse of the pre-finished
product after application; natural staining caused by tannin bleed from the wood.
Warranty on the finish is considered void when shingles are used for a roofing application or any other application
other than on a vertical wall structure.
Waska® will not be held responsible for supporting any aspect of the warranty where damage is caused by sleet, ice
salt, sand and/or wind.
Shingles with unsatisfactory coating must not be installed and should be returned to the dealer for replacement.
Installation of the product constitutes full and complete acceptance by the client and Waska® will not be held
responsible in any way for compensation of labor or material if a defective or sub-standard product is installed.
•

Proof of purchase required

•

Shingles must be installed following the “Waska® Eastern White Cedar Shingle Installation Guide” and/or
instructions found on our web site

•

For further information, please visit our site: www.waska.com or if you prefer, we invite you to call us to
talk with a representative: free of charge 1.877.992.2152

1-877-992-2152 • www.waska.com

